
Peter’s Recommendations 
Week 5 
This week: sculpture, architecture, print and 
photography 

1) Brush up your movements 
The Musee d’Orsay in Paris has made available a series of  short videos exploring the 
artistic movements of  the period 1848-1914. They make for entertaining viewing and 
highlight works from the museum collection. 

The English versions are available here 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwUa6C-N-kpYbb7UQf8aMIirVsFxjzA0T 

2) Explore the work of  Henry Moore 
During his lifetime the sculptor Henry Moore was a regular on television screens. The 
films are now interesting period pieces in themselves. 
Begin with the BBC monitor episode from 1960  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00drs8s/monitor-henry-moore 

Then compare the 1974 Canadian production Camera Three Presents: Henry 
Moore with Rosamond Bernier 
A fascinating series of  excerpts from a 1974 Columbia Broadcasting Service documentary filmed to 
mark the opening of  the Henry Moore Sculpture Centre at the Art Gallery of  Ontario.In this 
important documentary Moore is filmed in conversation with the journalist and noted art historian 
Rosamond Bernier at his home in Perry Green, Hertfordshire.  

The videos are now presented as part of  the archive of  the Henry Moore Studio in 
Hertfordshire 
https://www.henry-moore.org/archives-and-library/henry-moore-archive/film-and-
audio/collection/camera-three-presents-henry-moore-with-rosamond-bernier 

3) More sculpture to explore 
There is a 1961 BBC documentary on the Cornish studio of  Barbara Hepworth 
available https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p013h27r/barbara-hepworth 

In Paris the Musee Rodin has a great number of  interesting resources available in 
their  Educational Files http://www.musee-rodin.fr/en/resources/educational-files 
See especiallyhttp://www.musee-rodin.fr/en/resources/educational-files/rodin-and-
camille-claudel 
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If  you are puzzled by some of  the techniques, they have a page to lead you through 
the processes:  http://www.musee-rodin.fr/en/resources/how-make-sculpture 

Andy Goldsworthy 
Finally round off  your sculpture explorations with a second look at the work of  Andy 
Goldsworthy. The Tate has an excellent video of  the Dumfries-based artist sharing his 
affinity with the local stone:  
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/andy-goldsworthy-7274/andy-goldsworthy-
share-connection-stone 

4) Modern architecture is not everyone’s cup of  tea. The 20th Century Society exists 
to advocate on behalf  of  endangered buildings and maligned modern architects. 
Explore their work from their website. https://c20society.org.uk/ 

There are international societies doing a similar job such as the Iconic Houses 
Network. Their website has a handy map highlighting buildings whose future is 
uncertain and a cause for concern. Their is a super range of  photography and some 
very special houses. 
See https://www.iconichouses.org/icons-at-risk 
One that is highlighted in the Scottish Borders leads you to  
https://preserving-womersley.net/newsitem/Here-s-What-Happens-When-You-Do-
It-Right-258 

5) Photography 
We have looked at posed, studio and family photography a number of  times. This 
video by a Chinese artist follows a studio photographer working in Tibet. It offers no 
commentary simply placing us behind the camera as the photographer tries to get the 
villagers to pose. Well worth 15 minutes of  your day: 

Hu Wei, Butter Lamp  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cOEdBFAHIw&feature=emb_share 
The short film won at La Semaine de la Critique in Cannes in 2013 and was 
nominated at the 87th Academy Awards. 

6)Printing 
Los Ultimos 
Is a film released last year about letter-press printing in Buenos Aries. 
Read about the film here https://fuxie1.wixsite.com/losultimosdoc 
Watch it in full here https://vimeo.com/236847038 
Facing the deterioration of  the machines and the advance of  new technologies, the printing presses are 
closing their workshops. At the same time, a group of  young people rediscovers the greatest technical 
innovation in the history of  the written word: the typesetting printing. But it will be hard for them to 
learn the trade since it has always been passed down from master to apprentice – and they are 
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outsiders. The last printing press mechanic of  the country will be in charge of  teaching them. Will 
this ancient technique withstand the passage of  time? 

[non-Spanish speakers will need to switch on the subtitles. Click on CC] 

7) Film Rewind 
The Seventh Seal by Ingmar Bergman was last season’s Saturday morning film. 
Made in 1957 it launched Bergman as an international film director and was part of  
the popularisation of  foreign language films in the UK and beyond. 
You can refresh your acquaintance with the film and Bergman’s later works on the 
subscription service BFI player. https://player.bfi.org.uk/search/subscription?
q=Bergman 
There is a BBC radio introduction to Wild Strawberries available 
See https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b06rwvr3 

And for the next few days you can watch the recent documentary Searching for 
Ingmar Bergman on ALL4 the catchup service from Channel 4 TV.  
(2018) Documentary. German director Margarethe von Trotta's exploration of  the 
Swedish filmmaker's life, work and legacy. With contributions from his actors and the 
directors he influenced. 

Don’t miss it. 
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/searching-for-ingmar-bergman 

PS I’ve started an archive page of  these recommendations just in case you mislay any 
of  them. You can find them all here https://peterjquinn.org/weekly-
recommendations/ 

More Next week 

Stay safe 

Peter Quinn
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